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To, 

1) GM, NRLDC, New Delhi  

2) DGM (SO), Delhi SLDC, New Delhi 

3) SE (SLDC), Haryana SLDC, Panipat 

4) AGM, APCPL, Jhajjar 

 
 

विषय: Minutes of meeting held on 14.05.2019 to discuss modalities regarding procedure 

when only one beneficiary is requesting for Unit to be on BAR. 
  
 

उपरोक्त विषय पर दिनांक 14.05.2019 को उ.क्षे.वि.स. सचििालय में आयोजित बैठक का 
काययितृ्त संलग्न है। 
 

संलग्नक: यथोपरर 
 

 
-sd- 

(सौममत्र मज़ूमिार) 
अधीक्षण अमियंता (प्रिालन) 



Minutes of the meeting held on 14.05.2019 at NRPC Sectt. to discuss modalities 

regarding procedure when only one beneficiary is requesting for Unit to be on 

BAR 

 

In pursuance of the decision taken in the 158th OCC meeting dated 23.04.2019, 

a meeting was held on 14.05.2019 at NRPC Sect., New Delhi to discuss modalities 

when only one beneficiary agrees to keep the machine on bar during off peak hours 

and subsequently its requested share of power during peak hours gets reduced when 

the second state punches requisition from the same machine on bar as per its 

entitlement.  The list of participants for the meeting is enclosed as Annexure-I. 

2. Member Secretary, NRPC welcomed all participants and mentioned that both 

Delhi and Haryana raised concern in the past when their requested schedule was not 

fulfilled from APCPL Jhajjar.  MS, NRPC requested the representatives of NRLDC, 

Delhi, Haryana and APCPL Jhajjar to explain the matter. 

3. GM, NRLDC explained that issue arises when only one beneficiary agrees to run 

the machine at Technical Minimum during off-peak in order to meet its requirement 

during peak period. The other beneficiary does not request for power initially; but later 

during exigency, punches requisition from the same running machine as per its 

entitlement, due to which requested schedule of the first beneficiary is not fulfilled.  It 

was mentioned that such problems have been faced by both Delhi and Haryana at 

different points of time.  Further, it was stated that beneficiaries are entitled to get 

proportional schedule on running units as per IEGC.  However, it would be ethical that 

the entity agreeing to run the unit by ensuring technical minimum during low demand 

hours should get requested power during high demand period. 

4. Representative of APCPL explained that there are 3 machines in APCL Jhajjar 

each having 500MW installed capacity and ex-bar capacity of 471.25 MW.  Haryana 

and Delhi both have share of 46.2% in Jhajjar (i.e., 217.7 MW in each machine).  

Technical Minimum of each machine is 259.18 MW.   

5. Representative from TPDDL suggested to establish documented procedure that 

can be followed by both beneficiaries so that scheduling can be done transparently. 

6. Decisions taken in the meeting are as under: 

i. In case only one beneficiary wants to keep the machine(s) on bar and agrees 

to provide technical minimum schedule for the same during off peak hours, he 

would have the first right to schedule power up to the DC on bar of the machine 

or Entitlement of the beneficiary from that machine, whichever is lower.  

ii. In case the other beneficiary wishes to schedule power from the machine in 

which it had surrendered power, consent of the beneficiary on whose request 

the machine has been kept on bar would be required. For this purpose, SLDCs 

shall adopt a uniform SOP. The SLDC (A) which wishes to schedule power shall 

send the mail, stating the quantum and duration of power required, to the SLDC 

(B) which was providing technical minimum schedule. After obtaining consent 

from its DISCOMs, SLDC (B) shall give its consent to SLDC (A) to punch the 

agreed schedule in WBES of NRLDC. SLDC (A) shall punch the schedule in 



WBES only after obtaining this consent through mail and forwarding it to 

NRLDC. Consent of SLDC (B) would also be required in case URS is available 

in the machine on bar. 

iii. In case SLDC (B) does not give consent, SLDC (A) may request NRLDC to 

bring the other unit(s) of APCPL Jhajjar on bar. In this scenario, SLDC (A) shall 

wait till the start-up time of other unit before it can punch its requisition in WBES.  

iv. No changes would be made in the WBES software of NRLDC to prevent SLDC 

(A) from punching requisition up to its entitlement from the machine on bar.  

v. All stakeholders are expected to behave ethically and follow this mutually 

agreed procedure to avoid scheduling related issues.  

 

 

*** 



List of participants for the meeting to discuss regarding procedure when only one beneficiary is requesting for Unit 
to be on BAR. 

Date: 14.05.2019 
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